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AB STRACT

Dielectric studies are reported on two Schottky barriers on n-type silicon of 10 and

3 103 cm room temperature resistivity, and also on an p-n junction on 13 Qcm p-
type silicon.The response of all three in the frequency range 0.01 - 0 Hz shows

the presence of a loss peak which is slightly broader than Debye, and also a dc
process, with further complicating features in the case of the Schottky banier on
high-resistivity silicon. These include the appearance of a low-frequency dispersion
or a negative capacitance which are strongly dependent on relatively small forward or

reverse bias. Several of these features resemble the behaviour of previously
investigated GaAs Schottky diodes and the important conclusion is reached that
these effects are not simply the consequences of the compound nature of the
semiconductor in question but are the results of electrochemical processes at the
semiconductor - etal intrfaces. 7-

INTRODUCTION -."

The study of the Dielectric Spectroscopy of Semiconductors (DSS) has been supported by the
previous US Army grant DAJA 37-81-C-0773 in the years 1982 - 1985 and there has then been
a gap of over two years before the finalising of the present second phase of the grant, starting in June
1987. The first phase has resulted in the publication of the following papers:

A K Jonscher and C Pickup, "Evidence from dielectric spectroscopy for 'electronic

phase transitions' in semi-insulating Gallium Arsenide", JPhysC:Solid StatePhysics

18, 343-349 (1985)

A K Jonscher, C Pickup and S S H Zaidi, "Dielectric spectroscopy of semi-insulating

gallium arsenide, Semiconductor Sci& Techn., 1, 71-92 (1986)
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A K Jonscher and T J McCarthy, "Admittance spectroscopy of silicon Zener diodes",

Semiconductor Sci & Techn, 1, 150-160 (1986)

J R Li and A K Jonscher, "Determraton of trapping dynamics of semi-insulaUng GaAs by
frequency-dependent photoconductivity", Semiconductor Sci & Teca, 2, 233-239

(1987),

J R Li, "Frequency-domain detection of deep levels in GaAs MESFETS", Semiconductor

Sci & Techn 2, 337-339 (1987),

S S H Zaidi and A K Jonscher, "Spectroscopy of delayed electronic transitions in GaAs

Schottky diodes", Semcionductor Sci & Techn, 2, in the press.

Between them, these papers cover the principal branches of DSS, as developed in our
Laboratory under the first USAnny Grant, to wit

a) The frequency spectrum of the "horizontal" electronic ransitions in the homogeneous bulk

material corresponding to hopping conduction near the Ferri level;

b) The corresponding spectrum of "vertcal " transitions involving excitaton of electrons

between deep levels and the conduction and valence bands, resulting in the generation and
recombination of electuon-hole pairs or in trapping of either species in deep levels. These transitions

normally take place in the space charge regions in p-n junctions and in Schottky barniers.

c) Vertical transitions may also occur through the int rfacial states at metal-semiconductor or
semiconductor-insulator intrfaces and these interfacial transitions have a very different spectrum

from those taking place in the volume, as under b) above. The ability to distinguish between

inter-facial and bulk vertical transitions is one of the more promising features of the DFS technique,

especially in the context of the heterosmctures and ]ow-dimensional quantum veil structures.

d) A distinctively different type of spectrum is obtained if the excitaion of the semiconductor

does not occur by means of an applied periodic electric field but arses from periodically variable

optical excitation generating excess chage cariers in the presence of a steady electric field. This

gives rise to a frequency-dependent photocurrent which provides a Fourier transform of the familiar

tnine-dependent decay current after the removal of a steady lumination. The advantage lies in the

fact that the frequency-domain method can easily give a range of five to six powers of ten of

frequency, while the time-domain method c.an seldom go beyond three decades because of the

inevitable difficulties arising from the dark cunent and noise.

The common feature of many of our experimental results Is their deviation, to a lesser of greater or

extent, from e classical Debye spectrum In the frequency domain, which corresponds to an

exponential time dependence of the response of traps and deep levels under step-functon excitation.
The interest in this observation lies in the fact that, to all intents and purposes, the exponential

dependence is the only one seriously envisaged by most accepted theories of electronic transitions mi

semiconductors. The furnishing of firm experimental evidence on deviations from this ciem,,

dependence is therefore Important In advancing our undenundPng of these transitions and forcivng o -

the revision of hiterto accepted theories. The other feature is that we may be able to associate the ttrd,'cr

various spectral characteristics with specific impurities and imperfections in the crysftlline lattice and I t1

tin A.TPl5T. TVhA iT4 AV' 0" 1. st JheL



this may furnish a potntially important diagnostic technique foi the study of semiconductors,

especially those like GaAs and silicon which have relatively wide band gaps and whose general
crystalline perfection is sufficiently high W make them sensitive to even very low levels of

imperfections. It is this diagnostic aspect of DSS which we intend to develop further in the coming

programme of study under the US Army grant.

The main purpose of the present Report is to present some hitherto unpublished data relating to

medium and high resistivity silicon, involving both interfacial processes at Schottky baniers and
volume processes at intarface-free p-n junctions. These results throw an new light on the

understanding of the DSS data and they will form the basis of further work in the coming months.

10K
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Figure 1.
Tie forwrd current-voltage characterstic of the Schottky diode at 300K, diagram a), shoving
the- near-ideal exponential rise with voltage, with an ideality factor n = 1.0. Diagram b) gives the
response of the same diode at 10K in forward and reverse directions , with a Very strong

deviation from ideality in the forward direction, with n? 30.
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Figure 2

Te reverse current-voltage charterstic of the silicon /
Schottky diode at 10K, showing a power law relation
with an exponent 3, at variance with normally expected
behaviour , although not untypical of the response at o4 7 -1-,
vemry low temperatures.
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EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Silicon Schottky diode

We present the DSS response data for a Schottky diode on n-type silicon of doping density of
10"scm -3 with a top aluminium metaflisation and an n* back contact, giving a barrier height of

tog (C/F)

210K .
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Figure 3 50 ...... . -9

IThe dielectric response of the silicon Schottky diode
polotd logarithmically against frequency in the
temperature ran e 10-210K, shoving a practically 30
frequency-independent real part (0OflDD) and the loss 30

component (++++++) which has a dc - like slope of -I at
the higher temperatures and a less seep slope followed by
a loss peak at the lover tmperatures. The loss peak is 0 ,,........... ...
definitely broader then the Debye shape. In this and the
folloving spectral plots the successive sets corresponding
tD individual temperatures are displaced vertically by two
decades for clarity and the posilnOR of I nF is indicated on
the iridkvidual plots. 2 0
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The dependence of the dielectric behaviour -o tg V
of the silicon Schottky diode on the

amplitude of the applied ac signal at IOK. b)
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-0-14 ...........o........... 9 Digrn a) sho'vs both brnches of the
I - V characteristsc of the silicon
surface barrier diode , diagram b) the
forvd branch. The ideality facor jn
is 1.2; suggesting an almost ideal

-0 0 2B ...... - behaviour.

30K

-2 0 2
FigureS tog (f/Hz)
The effect of forvard and reverse bias on
the dielectric response of the Silicon
Schottky diode.
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0.8 eV at 77 K s determined from the c- r plot. The forward currnt-voltage characterns of thi

diode at 300K is shown in Figure 1a), where the semi-logarithmic plot gives an ideality facior in

the curunt voltage cheoctristic I oc exp(eV/nkT) of a = 1.0, i.e. a practcally ideal response at

voltages in excess of some 50 mV. The corresponding characieristics at 10K are shown in Figure

I b) with a strongly exponentially rising forward current but with an ideality factor of over 30 - this
is not uncommonly found in semiconductr diodes at low lemperatures and is evidence for the fact
that the conventional theory is not applicable under these extreme conditions. The reverse

characteristc gives a power law oc pf 3. The IC 2 fs r depenaence at 77K is shown in

Figure 2 giving the carrier density of 1.3 x 105 cn 3  and be-rier height of 0.8 eV at that

temperature.

The general conclusion from these data is that the Schottky diode in question is a remasobly

vell-behaved one which may be regarded as represenative of its class. The dielectric response of

this diode at iemperatures in the range 10-21OKexe shown in Figure 3 with the capacitance being

practcally "flat" in the entire frequency range and the loss shoving a prevailing -I lendency at low

frequencies , with a well defined loss peak appearing at the lover tmperatures. A closer look at the
loss dau rvils that the -I slope does not continue below the Inersection with the real part, where
its slope deviatas meakely from from that value and becomes as low as-0.8 at the lowest

iemperatures. This behaviour is reminiscent of similar phenomena reporied for Gelium Arsenide

Schottky diodes by Zaidi and Jonscher in the reference citd in the Introduction.The implication is
tt at those iempertures the diode does not follov the dc response at low frequencies and instead
that some form of Low-Frequency Dispersion (LFD) set in. In LFD the complex capacitance follvos

the "universal" law

Citg) = r'.,J - iCyw < o tjJ - (1)
where the exponent P takes on values close to zero. This implies that

C14) = cot (ift2., C'tj', o 1 I'iw.J - (2)

i.e. C' and C" follow the same seeply falling power l]w in frequency.

Our measurements do not extend io sufficiently low frequencies t enable us to reach definie

conclusions about this region, since we cannot see the behaviour of the real part C' P, which

should begin io follov a similar upward trend. The loss peak which appears clearly at lower
*mperatmus and higher frequencies gives ft impression of being definiely not of the Debye type,

since Its lov-frequency slope is smaller tn I and its high-frequency pan appears almost flat.

ITh general conclusion is tat this Schofky diode gives distinct deviations from the simple

behaviour one would associft wt1h a Schottky brrier, Le. a dc component at low frequencies and a
Debte- Ww loss peak at higher frequencies suggesting an expotntiefly time-dependent generaton-

recombinaion or tapping process in Oe space charge region.

Tie temperame dependence of the loss peak and of the quasi-dc component shows disunctly

non-Arrhenms behaviour - a plot of the logarithm of the frequency shift against reciprocal

lemperae 11Tis stronglyon-liear inbothcses, while a linear plot in T is linear over at least
part of the available lemperature range. This suggests that we are dealing with a significant element
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of tunnell in the electronic transitions involved, vhich is not surpnsing. What is more surprising

are the deviations from the ideal behaviour in the frequency domain.

A further distnct aomaly may be seen in the variation of the lov-frequency loss with
tmperature at the lover femperatures, where even a superficial examination of the dam in Figure 3

shows that the position of the dau and the consequent position of the minimum do not follov a

regular rend. A distict minimum of the loss component is seen in this region at approximalely
50K, suggestng a transition between two different regime, of dielectric behaviour.

An intresting feature of the behaviour of this silicon diode is the dependence of the dielectric
response at 10K on the amplitude of the applied ac signal which was varied betwen 10 and 100 mV,

as shown in Figue 4. While there is some loss of reiolution at 10 mV, there is no doubt that the

quasi-dc behaviour at the lowest frequencies is eliminaed and only the loss peak at the higher

frequencies appears io remam. This result indicaes the presence of some non-liearity of the

electrical response of the diode at 10K below 0.1V amplitude. Unfortunately, our daa for the 1- F
charwaieert in Figure I b) do not extnd below 0. I V so that it is no possible to check on the

presence of such a non-linearty. However, it is clear that at 10K a signal amplitude of 0. I V
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represent a large" perturbation and it is therefore not surprising t find that the response is non--

linear. Further work is needed ? elucidate this point in more de~il.

One other aspect of the dielectric response of the Schottky diode is shown in Figure 5 where
the measurements are given at 0. IV amplitude and with a range of steady biases in the forward and
reverse directions. The low-frequency quasi-dc component increases with forward bias and

decreases for -0.14V bias, only I rise again at 0.28 V. This behaviour is as would be expected,

-,

399K 110 80 10

25 260 240 220 190 160 130 90 70 60 50 40 30

- *0

-2 4 810

Figure 8 log(f/'H

Normalisaton of the data of Figure 7 with respect t temperature, with the exception of the three
highest temperatures where the behaviour is complicatd by the appearance of the negative
capacitnce, showing the locus of the displacement of the chareactensitc point along the frequency
axis. The msnmatch at the trough between the loss peak and the lower-frequency part is due to the
difference in the respective activation energies.

with a rather *soft" reverse characteristic, as seen in Figure I b). Similar dielectric behaviour was

observed at 10, 50 and 70K.

The important point is that none of the causes which change the quasi-dc behaviour appear to

have any effect on the higher-frequency loss peak , confiming that these are quit separate
processes, as might have been expectd. In partcular, the spectral shape and position of the loss
peak in frequency does not appear to move with the application of a steady bias.

Silicon sufface ba rer diode

Our next device is a surface barrier diode consisting of a silicon wafer of 1,000 0cm n-type

material, with a gold Schottky banier convict and an aluminium back ohmic conct. This is similar in
nature lo the Schottky diode discussed above except for a much higher resistivity of the base

matrial, the doping density from the plot of1C 2  sV being 5 1012 cm 3 which is tree order

of magnitude lower than in the former. Te contact barrier isO. 45 V The complet current-voltage
characIeristic is shovn in Figure 6a) and the forward branch is shown in semi-loganthmic
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representation in diagram b), both at 260K. The latter gives an ideality factor n = 1.2, which is not

far from the ideal behaviour. The reverse current is significantly lower than in the Schottky diode.

The dielectric response is shown in Figure 7 over an extended temperature range 10 - 325K,

with an amplitude of 0.1V. StartIng at the lowest temperatures, we note the presence of a well-

defined loss peak wt a dilncitly broader-thOAn-Debye shape going over at the lowest temperatures
and highest frequencies into an almost flat loss.The peak moves to higher frequencies with rising
temperature and its low-frequency side develops into a plateau from which a second loss peak

ermrges between 160 and 220K . Both peaks are clearly associated with the corresponding

increments of C7 '4J, but the lower-frequency peak is rapidly overtken by what appears to be a dc

process - constant C' and C' oc GO0. A new trend sets in at 280K vith a reduction of the

magnitude of the capacitace C'41. and its eventual change of sign into negative values, plotted as

MM Jn the diagram.This trend is well developed at 325 K and it is closely similar to the

behaviour reported on GaAs Schottky diodes by Zaidi and Jonscher in the reference quoted.

A complete nonmalisation of these daa, with the exception of the two highest temperatures, is
shown m Figure 8 together with the locus of the displacement point along the frequency axis. It is

noteworthy that the normalisation could be carried out with only horizontal translation, meaning that

only the time rates of the processes in question were changing with frequency, while no change

could be observed in the amplitude. Starting at the high-temperature, low-frequency end, the entire
response may be divided into the negative capacitance region which is not shown here, the dc region,
the dielectric loss region following on the dc regime and showing an associated clear dispersion of

''. , the loss peak region and the high-frequency "air". Because of the different activation

energies of the various parts of the spectrum, the normaliation is not always very "neat" , especially
in the trough below the loss peak. The peak itself is deviating distinctly from the Debye shape and

the high-frequency tail reveals the presence of some processes which are of a very different type.
Activation energy plots obtained from the displacement locus, which we are not reproducing here,
show an energy of 0.05 eV for the low-temperature high-frequency peak and 0.46 eV for the high-

temperature peak which is merging with the dc process with an activation energy of 0.60 eV.

We note the intriguing and unexpected property of the loss process shoving a transition from
dc transport at the lowest frequencies to a slightly less rapidly changing dependence at just the
frequency where the loss intersects the real part C . This type of behaviour was already observed

earlier by Zaidi and Joscher on Gas Schottky diodes and was attributed by them to some

coupling mechanism between the "true" dc process and the distinctly separate low-frequency
dielectric process. We are not yet in a position to understand fully this behaviour but it is insmrctive

to note that it can be observed both in the compound and the eunental semiconductors.

An important result of this coupling is the fact that the temperature dependences of the dc and

dielectric processes, which are different at lower tempemtures,become more nearly equal, so that the
respective responses move "in step" with one another beyorl a critical temperature.

The effect of forward and reverse bias on the dielectric spectrum of the surface barrier diode at
298K is shown in Figure 9 , with the clear implication that the negative capacitance region is
enhanced and moved 1o hag-er frequencies with increasing forward bias, while reverse bias causes

its displacement towards lower frequencies and its eventual replacement with strong Low Frequency

fl~~tltC' ~ T 4,- A...,N.. - Th- A T A AtC' CI- I-- q nn..,.. I Ir -I 0-t fl
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The dielectric response of the silicon n'-p junction
diode in the empeture range 10-260K

Dispeulon (LFD). Very smilu behaviomr has been described in the consext of Gabs Schotky diodes
by Zaddi and Jonscher. It is nolewrthy that the increment AC01' . increases strongly with forward

bias, before being ovfemkn by te negative capa iance trend. Th is compatible with the analysis
given by ZaMI ud Jonscher.
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Figure I I

Nomiaisation of the data of Figure 10 for the silicon p-n junction diode, with two separate fittings
for the loss peek an the dc pmrocess, at low- and high tmperature , respectively. The
corresponding activation energies in the upper reaches of the respective ranges, are 0.12 eV for the
dc process and 0.22 eV for the loss peak - a rather unusual behaviour. At lover temperatures there
is the usual reduction of the activation slopes, indicating an increasing importance of tunnelling
processes.

Silicon n+ - p junction diode

This device is a large-area nuclear particle detector diode constructd on 3,000 0cm p-type

silicon vilt a diffused n*-type region and a gold back coact .17e current-voltage characteristics of

this diode show some anomalies at low temperatures, in that the forward branch at 180K is

exponential with a non-ldeality factr j = 13, while at 76K the behaviour appears to be ohmic and

r be domnatdby a high resistance of the order of 1 GO, which might be compatble with the

resiswace of the 3,000 0cm imaterial at the loy iemperature in questior The 11 7 2 vs T curves

give a doping density of 4 1012 cm "3 which is consistant with the nominal resistivity of the

trinal. The dielectric spectra of this diode are shown m Figure 10 for the temperature range 10-

260K and their normaliaton is shovn in Figure 11.

The entfe response is male up of only two features - a loss peak and a dc-like behaviour at low

frequencies and high iemperatures. In contrast with the Schottky responses, there is no trac . of any

dielectric dispersion belov the dc process, which manifests itself by the change of the slope of the

loss vhen crossing the C'j) cha ristc. Likewise, there is no trace of negative capacitaince or

LFD. The rise of loss at the highest frequencies ad lowest temperatures may be consistent with the

presence of some series resistance in the sysem.

------------ um Il mm u
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We not that the I- rchararisuc at 76 K showed a series resistance of I GO which, with

the junction capacilance of approximately I riF would give a loss peak frequency of I Hz, which is in
broad agreement with the data in Figure 10. This cannot be the mechanism of the observed loss

peak, however, since the capacitance at the higher frequencies should have fallen Co a very low value

consistent with some stay capacitance of the system, which is manifestly not the case. We must

conclude, therefore, that the loss peak is a genuine response of the junction diode and that there is no

apparent series resistance.

Discussion of Results

A summary of tie principal experimental parameters is given in Table I.

Our experimental results reveal some important points about the contrasting spectroscopic

behaviour of Schottky diodes and p-n junctions and they constitute ar extension of the previous

findings relating lo GaAs Schottky diodes. It should be noted that our surface barrier and p-n
junction data refer lo high-resistivity silicon, 1,000 and 3,000 Clcm, respectively, while the silicon

Schottky diode is on much lower resistivity mateial, approximately 10 0cm.

The most important common features are the appearance in all three cases of a distinct loss peak

which is nearly symneric and deviates only slightly from the Debye shape for the surface barrier
diode and the p-n junction diode on high-resistivity maerials, while the Schottky diode on the low
resistivity material has a much less Debye-like shape. It would appear that the low resistivity of the

base maerial has something to do with increasing deviations from Debye shape. On the other hand,

this peak is very similar in Schotkky and p-n junction diodes, confirming that it must be connected
with the space charge region rather than with the interface. This is in agreement with the fact that the

loss peak is not affected by stady bias and the capacitance increment associated with the loss peak is
of a magnitude conslstent with the space charge region and not with that of the bulk base marial,

which would be very much smaller-

A loss peak with its corresponding increment of C,') is evidence of "dipole-like" processes,

i.e. ores in which there is a strictly limiced displacement of charge but without a continuing transport

process which leads to dc conduction. In the context of the space charge region of a p-n junction or a

Schottky diode this implies an electronic transition from a deep level into the conduction band, or

betwen two locabsed levels, but in either case there is no follow-up by replenishment of the level just
vacard. The process of emission into the free band is likely to be thermally activated,a transition

between two localised levels is more likely to involve a significant element of tunnelling. We must
conclude that the processes seen in the Schottky banier on low-resistivity silicon are tunnelling

between localised levels within the space charge region, while those involved in the high-resistivity

matriaBs, both surface banier and p-n junction, are more likely the emission from localised levels

ino the conduction- or valece - band. The 0.05 eV energyin the case of the surface banier diode

might be attnibuied o donor atvation energy, except for the fact that in a material of 103 0cm room

cnperattiu resistivity the Fermi level does not approach the donor levels until 20K, or so, hence

these levels re empty at the temperatures where the loss peak is most pronounced. We conclude,
therefore, that the electronic transition giving rise tD the less peak is not emission into the conduction
band but it must be associatd with neighbouring deeper levels at the position where the Fermi level

cuts these, so that some ar full and some empty. Since, in the absence of an electric field the levels

RHBNC IT $,, Armvflm.nt flA TA d,.,,r-,nn. i-- t, -r l, I nu n7 ir
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are at the saie energy, the transitions in question must Involve reighbounng levels whose energies

are split by the field ir, the space charge region.

One difficulty with this interpretation is the inevitable distrbution of possible spacings which

may be expected in a real material with a random distribution of centres and with a distribution of
engles between the pairs of centres and the electric field in the space charge region This would

imply that there should be a considerable broadening of the loss peak, compared with the Debye
shape and, while we do find a slight broadening, this seems too narrow for such a haphazard

process. At the moment we do not have any further explanations of this aspect of our results.

The second difficulty is that the magnitude of polarisanon increment AO which is possible to
expect from a nearest-neighbour jump between deep levels is very small - certainly much smaller

than the polarisanon arising from the emission of aL electron from a deep level into the conduction

band, which results in a much larger displacement, i.e. a much larger dipole moment.

A fundamental feature of the Schottky barrier on the high-resistivity surface barrier diode is the

clear appearance of the secondary strongly dispersive low-frequency loss peak, process which
merges into the dc conduction process. This is almost certainly intimately connected with the LFD
and negative C'(w) phenomena which were found by Zaidi and Jonscher to be charactenstc of the

behaviour of GaAs Schottky diodes and were attributed to interfacial processes. Their total absence

in p-n junctions has been commented on previously and it is now very interesting to note that they are
seen likewise in silicon Schottky diodes, although they could not be observed in the low-resistivity

diode described here on account of it too high dc conductance which made it impossible to measure
the dielectric behaviour at temperatures in which these processes become observable.

This means that the interfacial LFD and negative capmitance behaviour is wot confined to

compound semiconductor interfaces and this establishes a better basis for the interpretation and

undertanding of the mechanisms involved, The fact that these processes are strongly dependent on
even relatively slight forward and reverse bias suggests that we are concerned here with transport of
iorc species towards and away from the interface, with consequent formation or removal of oxide

This would then condition the electrochemical response of the sytem in a manner which leads to the

appearance of one or other of the types of behaviour

Conclusions

The experimental results reported here for Schottky diodes ard p-n lunCiUons on silicon provride

sgnificant new information about the dynamic processes involh'._, electronic transitions between

localised states in the space charge regions and at the interfaces of the Schottky barners. More work
is required with carefully characterised devices to obtain a detailed understanding of the processes in
question, which could lead to better diagnostic techniques for the assessment of device materials.

We require, in particular, a better understanding of the true nature of the LFD and negative

capacitance processes - which we believe to be related in their physical origins. We need to
understand any electrochemical implicatons of these, which appear to be very likely in the light of

our past experience. The question of possible "coupling" between the true dc transport and the
strongly dispersive loss peak process that follows it in the high-resistivity surface barrier diode is
also ve-y intriguing. It is possible, of course, that the dc process arising from some form of
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excitations of charge careiers from deep levels in the space charge region of the diode contains an
inievitable element of dielectrc response vhich is closely linked vith it, but this is only a qualitative
dicnptoIL of a process that has t be understood more quantitatively.

A highly inportnt element of the behaviour of all three devices described in this Report is the

high-frequency loss peak the mechanism of vich cannot at present be said t have been identified.
Beir a bulk process, albeit limited to the space charge region, This process is bound to have a high

diagnostc potential.

Table I

Suamary of results

Device Schottky Surface barrer p-n" punction

basematenal(i-cm atroomemp.) p z1o n 310 '  p 1 101

Inpuntydensity ,10 16  -10 12  -3 10l

ideality factor (room temperature) 1.0 1.2

0loss peak shape deviates from near-Debye near-Debye
Debye

loss peak frequency at 5OK (Hz) 103  3 0.3

loss peak actvaton energy (eV) evidence of 0.05 0.224

dc acti n energy (eV) evidence of 0 46 0 12

low-frequency high-temperature no evidence of -ve C' and LFD no -ye C' nor
LFD or-re C' T > 300K vith LFD
up to 21 OK, above influence of bias
I o conditing

special features loss dependent on secondary lov-
signalamplitude, 4requency loss
decreasi belov I peak coupled to
10 mV. 1dc process
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